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The Eternal Tension: An Exploration of the Relationship Between Textual and 
Performative Forms in Regards to Doctor Faustus 
 
An Introduction: The Politics of Editing 
Editing a text that is 400 years old comes with its own set of challenges. Andrew 
Duxfield, in his essay “Modern Problems of Editing: The Two Texts of Marlowe’s Doctor 
Faustus” map out problems that arise, not only with editing the A and B texts of Doctor Faustus, 
but with the issues surrounding editing a piece of dramatic literature, as well. Focusing on the 
early modern, Duxfield considers the difference between how audiences viewed and used texts to 
shape their relationship with dramatic literature. He first explains how, “Traditionally, editors 
have worked on the assumption that the early modern concept of the book is the same as the 
modern one, and that people of the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries saw the book as 
we do: authorial, definitive and finalizing” (Duxfield 7). This assumption leads us to consider the 
way we, modern readers and audiences, view texts. As a society, we tend to trust the written 
word. We are raised to believe that published books are the most reliable sources for correct 
information, that every editor is well trained and knows exactly what they are doing. For many of 
us, the text is the be all, end all. However, as Duxfield suggests, this hasn’t been the case for the 
entirety of the history of literature and text. When it comes to dramatic literature, where modern 
audiences view the text of the play as the determining factor of what happens on stage,  an “early 
modern audience [was] probably used to…fluidity, and would less likely have viewed the book 
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as a final definitive text, than as a snapshot in the life of a play” (Duxfield 7). They understood 
that what was used as fuel for printed editions of the plays they saw were manuscripts compiled 
from dialogue spoken during performance. Where modern audiences see the text as determined 
by the author, early modern readers understood that they were getting one version of the text, 
manipulated by an editor, that probably differed from every other performance of the same piece. 
The major difference between modern and early modern editorial politics is rooted in a 
modern obsession with authorial intention. The birth of the New Bibliography movement, 
brought the idea that “the role of the editor was to act as a kind of textual archaeologist. That is, 
the editor takes the artifacts available to him or her, namely the available early texts, complete 
with their imperfections and corruptions, and uses them to reconstruct a hypothetical authorial 
original” (Duxfield “Editing Marlowe’s Texts” 328). Editing became a game based on trying to 
piece together a text that best conveyed the author’s initial intentions. Duxfield describes the 
traditional relationship between editors and authorial intention by noting that, “in the traditional 
editorial mindset, the practical and physical elements that surround the production of a text are 
inherently and automatically corruptive. Just as the human body is a tainted manifestation of the 
perfection of the soul, so the book is a corrupt physicalisation of the author’s vision” (Duxfield 
5). Throughout this quote, Duxfield makes strong compelling assertions not only about the 
corruption of text via editing, but about the materiality and performativity of the text as well. He 
maps the text, the editor, and the author onto a physical body. Rather than just arguing about the 
politics of editing, he gives us a performance. A kind of play-text that teaches us how to interpret 
and visualize the relationship between text, editor, and author.  “The book is a corrupt 
physicalisation of the author’s vision,” just as the body is a corrupt physicalization of the soul. 
He continues his argument in a similar fashion, likening the editor’s effect on the text to a dirty, 
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tainted, soul. For Duxfield, the traditional editor’s task “is to strip away layers of sinful 
corporeity; to sift through the obscurities caused by the hands of printers and the limitations of 
paper and ink to discover the text in its pre-lapsarian state: as it was first envisaged by the 
author” (Duxfield 5). Editing is a return to the original, rather than an interpretation of the text’s 
intention, or a compilation of various versions of the text. Traditionally speaking, editing is ‘a 
process of purification, returning the work of art to its innocent and wholesome state before it 
fell into print” (Duxfield 5).  
However, Duxfield then goes onto complicate his traditional definition of editing by 
suggesting that “seeking exclusively the vision of the author, the editor overlooks the nature of 
the genre, and suppresses the text” (Duxfield 6). While it has been privileged throughout 
traditional editorial moves, the author’s voice is not the only, nor the most important, 
determining voice throughout the creation of a dramatic text. Duxfield continues to argue that “a 
work of drama is subject to more than just its author’s intentions. Plays always register multiple 
intentions, often conflicting intentions, as actors, annotators, revisers, collaborators, scribes, 
compositors, printers, and proofreaders, in addition to the playwright, all have a hand in shaping 
the text”(Duxfield 6). This is the crux of Duxfield’s argument, and his most important 
contribution to this paper. For a play or a dramatic text to be properly analyzed, all of its 
contributors must be acknowledged. For an editor or a scholar to focus solely on the author’s 
intention is to ignore other facets of text production that influence not only meaning, but a text’s 
history as well.  
Considering Duxfield’s thoughts on the politics of editing, I want to gesture to the letter 
that printer Richard Jones pens to “To the Gentlemen Readers and others that take pleasure in 
reading histories” (Jones) in the opening of Tamburlaine the Great. Printed along with the text in 
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1590, the letter is a prime example of the power that printers and editors had over how the story 
in production was presented. In the middle of his letter, Jones confesses, 
I have (purposely) omitted and left out some fond and frivolous jestures, digressing (and 
in my poore opinion) far unmeet for the matter, which I thought, might seem more 
tedious unto the wise, than any way els to be regarded, though (happly) they have bene 
some vaine conceited fondlings greatly gaped at, what times they were shewed upon the 
stage in their graced deformities: nevertheless now, to be mixtured in print with such 
matter of worth, it wuld proove a great disgrace to so honourable & stately a historie: 
Great folly were it in me, to commend unto your wisdoms, either the eloquence of the 
author that writ them, or the worthinesse of the matter it selfe. (Jones 7-15) 
 
Jones’ letter suggests an editing of the text for those erudite early modern readers who would be 
more taken with the serious theological and moral complexities of the tragedy, rather than the 
“fond and frivolous jestures” that may entertain a low-brow audience. Where Jones believed he 
was editing out unnecessary and, quite frankly, ridiculous parts of Tamburlaine’s text, he was in 
fact corrupting Marlowe’s earliest printed work and in turn creating an edition out of the original 
text. I want to use Jones’ letter to examine just how unstable textual form can be. Quite often, 
when considering performative form and textual form, textual form is thought of as the more 
stable of the two. Is this because it is unchanging in its printed form? It seems to be the more 
concrete. Although there may be multiple editions of a text, each one edited with its own agenda, 
every edition is seemingly stable in the sense that the material object cannot change once it is 
printed and bound. Printed text on a page cannot be amended. However, through the use of 
Duxfield and Jones, we can see that the textual form is more unstable than it may seem. It is the 
person manipulating the text that complicates or corrupts the text’s original story. Rather than 
providing us with an untainted version of the text as written, with each editor and printer’s hand 
comes a slew of personal agendas, each edition of the text being manipulated to suit a specific 
ideological or historical reading. I argue that textual form is just as, if not more, unstable than 
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performative form. Going against the ‘ New Bibliography’ theorists, I believe that the editing 
and printing of textual form should not be centered around the reconstruction of an author’s 
original text, but, rather, each manuscript and edition should be considered in conjunction with 
one another, ultimately giving readers a larger scope of what the text can offer. With this in 
mind, I will now turn to scholar Caroline Levine, and her use of “affordances” to introduce how I 
will be thinking about what exactly this way of understanding textual form means and does to the 
story at hand, and how that differs from what performative form is able to do. After looking at 
Levine’s theory, I will then turn to performance studies scholars Bill Worthen and Jacques 
Rancière for a more in-depth modern look at the relationship between text, performance, and a 
modern audience.  
Levine, Worthen, and Rancière: Affordances of Emancipation 
Caroline Levine opens her book Forms: Whole, Rhythm, Hierarchies, Network, by 
explaining how affordances fold into her way of thinking about the intersection between forms 
and politics. She defines affordance as “a term used to describe the potential uses or actions 
latent in materials and designs” (Levine 6). This could refer to the action of sitting, which the 
curve of a chair affords, or as Levine notes, how the shape of a fork affords the scooping and 
stabbing of foods. “The term affordances crosses back and forth between materiality and 
design,” (Levine 9) offering a way of looking at the object and its function in tandem. Through 
the examination of what objects afford we can glean a better understanding of what the object 
could offer structurally. Levine argues that “form and materiality are inextricable, and materiality 
is determinant” (Levine 9). Form only exists as far as materiality allows it; the affordances of a 
fork rely on the fact that the fork is made out of some kind of solid material: metal, plastic, etc. 
Literature’s ability to afford reading is determined by what the text is written on and what it is 
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written with. The meter in which a piece of literature is written affords emotion or 
understanding. Genre affords literature the ability to be grouped into like-minded texts, 
ultimately affording readers the ability to understand the historical and contextual nature of the 
text before delving into it. Ultimately, Levine concludes her thoughts on affordances by  
examining what this means for the objects described by literature. She assesses that, “Literature 
is not made of the material world it describes or invokes but of language, which lays claims to its 
own forms – syntactical, narrative, rhythmic, rhetorical – and its own materiality- the spoken 
word, the printed page” (Levine 10). Although Levine’s claim that literature is not made of the 
material world is not technically untrue, I want to complicate this thought by thinking about the 
way pieces of dramatic literature rely on the material world for their realization. As this essay 
progresses, I will explore the concept of performance as it pertains, or doesn’t, to the piece of 
dramatic literature it stems from. Where Levine argues that literature is made from language, 
rather than material objects, I wish to argue that although literature and performance are two 
different forms of language, when it comes to pieces of dramatic literature, it is performance that 
“lays claim” to the piece of literature, not the other way around. In the case of performed text, 
literature is made of the material world. 
 Thinking about the materiality of literature, I want to gesture now to performance studies 
scholar Bill Worthen who discusses the relationship between the material text of a play, its 
performative nature, and the affordances and hierarchies of each form. Worthen, in the 
introduction to his book Shakespeare Performance Studies, sets up an argument about 
“postdramatic theatre” and what it means for the relationship between performance and text. 
Worthen describes postdramatic theatre as  “ a sense of performance that sidesteps a print 
inflicted view of the theatre troped to the text to open a perspective in which the practices, 
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conventions, and technologies of performance are understood to shape the function of the 
writings they use” (Worthen 4). He argues that performance needs to exist in a realm separate 
from the piece of dramatic literature it stems from, ultimately calling for the emancipation of 
performance. When it comes to the performance of more classical works, audiences will come to 
see a text performed and not just the performance itself. Audience members will come to see 
Macbeth not necessarily to watch the actors on stage or to analyze each moment of performance, 
but to see how the text specifically is being recreated. It is  “the reproduction of textual mimesis,” 
(Worthen 4) that occupies the intention of performance. However, for Worthen, this debate turns 
into one about the hierarchies of textual form versus the form of performance. He argues that 
“‘text-based’ dramatic theatre has always been a mirage, used to model a specific vision of the 
appropriate hierarchy of artistic relations” (Worthen 7). This hierarchy favors text over 
performance. It puts pressure on the prestige of the piece of dramatic literature rather than on the 
performance. This is the hierarchy that is often favored with “highbrow” pieces of theater. When 
dealing with the text of a play, the “appropriate hierarchy” usually indicates that the playwright’s 
text comes before all else. Any rehearsal process usually begins with a “table read,” a rehearsal 
or set of rehearsals where the actors and production team sit around a large table and read 
through the text, noting any passages of importance or clearing up any questions about what the 
text is saying or doing. Table reads are used to afford the actors a better understanding of the text 
they are performing. They are used to make sure that the cast is all on the same page regarding 
the language that they are about to memorize and the themes ad motifs that their performance 
will help develop. They are taught that understanding the nuances of the text will help afford 
them a better performance. For most actors, the process of performance begins with the text.  
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Worthen complicates his argument by asserting that “stage performance uses writing not to 
communicate with words to an audience, but to create those problematic performatives of the 
stage, the entwining of the fictive in the actual, the drama in its doing, that animates (our appetite 
for) dramatic performance” (Worthen 11). He takes the hierarchical relationship and turns it into 
a conversation about how writing offers performance a solid base for complicating the 
relationship between the fictive and the actual. The “problem” of performance is found in its 
relationship to the tangible text it is created from. There is a discord between what text does, 
what performance does, and the way they inform each other. Worthen believes that “writing 
cannot control its use, cannot calibrate the analog continuity of performance to the digital 
distinction of the word” (Worthen 13). Writing loses its agency when put into performance. 
Although the text can give suggestions as to what is said and done during a performance, it 
ultimately has no control over what actually happens. Where “ performance is valued for its 
capacity to repeat, realize, and communicate the dramatic work to an audience,” (Worthen 7) text 
is valued for its ability to incite the dramatic work. Text affords performance, but that doesn’t 
necessarily mean performance is based on text. Text offers all of the necessary performative 
tools, lines, prefixes, a plot, stage directions, annotations, but what a performer choses to do with 
that information is up to them. At the conclusion of his introduction, Worthen ultimately argues 
that “dramatic performance cannot be valued as performance if it is framed in critical practice 
primarily as a vehicle for a readerly audience passively to absorb the stage’s “interpretations” 
toward a fuller, richer, more dynamic understanding of the…play” (Worthen 8). While Worthen 
doesn’t quite define performance for us, he gives us a clear understanding of what it is not. 
Performance is not the deliverance of a text. Performance is not dictated by the piece of dramatic 
literature it is spawned from. It is not a singular “interpretation.”  
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If performance is not the text it comes from, then what does the relationship between text and 
performance look like? If we are considering the A and B texts of Doctor Faustus, what does 
performance look like when it has two versions of the same text to draw from? Does one text get 
favored more than the other? Do they afford different performances? What does it do to our 
concept of editing if one of the text was written by multiple authors? All of these questions help 
suggest the complex relationship between text and performance. According to Worthen, in his 
chapter “Intoxicating rhythms: Shakespeare, literature, and performance,” 
Understanding performance as a presentation-of-text sustains the notion that certain 
aspects of writing- both elements of the dialogue, and (more arresting) some paratextual 
elements such as stage directions – can be seen as essentially literary in intention because 
they seem to provide “information” either irrelevant or redundant to stage “presentation” 
(Worthen 43). 
 
For Worthen, the distinction seems to come from a formalist argument. Texts offer information 
that is unnecessary to the average audience member. However, there are theater makers who use 
these textual qualities to further inform their performance. Although audience members do not 
get to see the stage directions, or character prefixes, those elements are highly relied upon when 
preparing for a performance. Theater artists do, however, have the ability to amend them as they 
please. Often a director will combine the lines of two characters into one character, or they will 
change the blocking depending on what their performance space looks like. But, what Worthen is 
really getting at with his comment is the way authorial intention is inherently textualized and the 
issues that arise when the author of a text is present in performance. Worthen argues that, 
“authorial intention falls aslant to the practice of theater, which consists of using writing to make 
an event that reframes verbal signification in the spatial, embodied, gestural, kinesthetic means 
of nonverbal action” (Worthen 35). Here, Worthen shifts his definition of performance in terms 
of what it means when an author is attached to the piece. While Worthen is specifically talking 
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about Shakespeare performance, I argue that this is true for all authors of dramatic literature. 
Whether it is one author, or an unnamed mix of literary talents, they are always present 
throughout the performance event. Congruent to Duxfield’s argument concerning authorial 
intention in editing, Worthen’s argument suggests that it is problematic when an author is present 
in performance. In this moment, text and performance align in such a way that their autonomy 
from authorial intention allows editors and directors to use the story at hand to reframe their own 
intentions.  
 Understanding the different ways in which performative and textual forms complicate 
each other, I want to turn to theorist Jacques Rancière to examine how his theory of the 
“distribution of the sensible” effects text and performance in relation to what they afford their 
audiences. Rancière, in his book The Emancipated Spectator, asserts that “There is no theater 
without the spectator” (Rancière 2). Similar to the “if a tree falls in the woods…” question, if 
there are no spectators, is performance, or, theater, truly happening? Rancière will help us 
understand what happens to an audience when they are participating in a performance and what 
is required of them to make a performance successful and how these things differ from a reader’s 
experience while reading a dramatic text. He begins by arguing that, “ To be a spectator is to be 
separated from both the capacity to know and the power to act” (Rancière 2). Rancière takes 
issue with passive spectators; he criticizes the stereotypical artistic hierarchy in which the 
director and performer assume they are more intelligent than the spectator. Arguing for a 
“different theatre,” Rancière asserts that we need a “theatre without spectators: not a theatre 
played out in front of empty seats, but a theatre where the passive optical relationship implied by 
the very term is subjected to a different relationship – that implied by another word, one which 
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refers to what is produced on the stage; drama” (Rancière 3). For Rancière, the audience must be 
engaged, not necessarily physically, but mentally.  
The shift between a passive spectator and an engaged spectator lies in the binary of 
seduction and participation. Arguing against the performative theories of Brecht and Artaud, 
Rancière claims that “those in attendance” must not be passively seduced by what they are 
seeing on stage, rather, they should be “active participants” (Rancière 4). This binary creates 
what Rancière refers to as a “distribution of the sensible,” which he defines as the  
multiplication of connections and disconnections that reframe the relation between 
bodies, the world they live in and the way in which they are ‘equipped’ to adapt to it. It is 
a multiplicity of folds and gaps in the fabric of common experience that change the 
cartography of the perceptible, the thinkable and the feasible. As such, it allows for new 
modes of political construction of common objects and new possibilities of collective 
enunciation. (Rancière 72) 
 
The spectator is not passive in the sense that they are exclusively at the theatre for entertainment, 
but, rather, they actively engage in and develop a shared experience with those around them. The 
distribution of the sensible is a way of organizing sensory information. It ties together 
experiences that are happening in the present with past experiences, ultimately allowing each 
audience member to bring their own perspective to the performance with which they are 
engaging. Rancière employs the metaphor of a “sensory fabric” to indicate the way in which 
humans are brought together. In a more explicit example of his theory, Rancière likens the 
spectator to “ a pupil or a scholar,” observing, studying, and critiquing what they are watching. 
The spectator is constantly comparing what they are viewing on stage to other performances that 
they have experienced. Ultimately, the spectator “participates in the performance by refashioning 
it in [their] own way – by drawing back, for example, from the vital energy that it is supposed to 
transmit in order to make it a pure image and associate this image with a story which [they have] 
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read or dreamt, experienced or invented” (Rancière 13). Spectatorship is an intellectual act. 
Rather than following in the footsteps of Brecht or Artaud and fixating on how the audience 
emotionally reacts to performance, Rancière argues that spectatorship relies on a connection of 
intelligence that spans across the “sensory fabric” of humanity. This connection allows audience 
members to connect with the performance they are watching in a way that helps them reflect on 
their own lives. Active participation in the “sensory fabric” affords audiences the ability to better 
understand the world they live in and the lives they lead. Rancière’s theory affords a larger web 
of storytelling. A web that connects one performance with another, a story with experience, an 
audience member with a person.  
Understanding how Rancière’s theories apply to the affordances of performance, I now 
want to examine how performance enacts one kind of the distribution of the sensible and how 
that is different from what text is able to do. Worthen, in his introduction, turns to Rancière to 
think about the “emancipation of Shakespeare performance.” Pinpointing the issue with 
performance and text in, what he calls, “academic and nonacademic accounts” of performance, 
Worthen asserts that “The widespread notion that the spectator passively consumes 
‘interpretations’ of Shakespeare while the reader actively creates them... confirms the purchase 
of Rancière’s argument” (Worthen 18). Although Worthen is talking specifically about 
Shakespearean performance, the issue spans across all dramatic literature. Where spectators are 
given images, blocking, scenes, bodies, costumes, and sets, readers of dramatic literature, in one 
way or another, must conjure these things up for themselves. They do this by drawing upon their 
past theatrical encounters and then using their imaginative abilities to piece together what they 
think a production of the text would look like. Does this make spectators inherently more 
passive? I argue that it instead acts as another layer of material to mentally work though. Where 
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a reader has the physical text, mental images devised from given stage directions, and their 
internalized interpretations based on their unique experiences, a spectator has the text delivered 
through speech, given stage pictures to analyze, physical bodies to track, set pieces and costumes 
to decode, as well as the job of engaging with their interpretations of the performance based on 
their experiences alongside the experiences of the spectators around them. They have to work 
through three levels of interpretation, the text’s author, the director, the actors, before they can 
begin to develop their own interpretation. Just because an audience is being shown an 
interpretation of the text doesn’t mean that they aren’t creating their own internalized 
interpretation of the performance.  
 
Performativity: Crane, Sofer, and Lin 
 
Having spent the last section discussing the ways in which modern scholars understand 
the affordances of performative and textual form, this section aims to examine the way early 
modern audiences understood performance. I will look to scholars Mary Thomas Crane, Andrew 
Sofer, and Erika Lin not only for their definitions of early modern performance, but for their 
theories concerning the relationship between the materiality of speech and performance.  
I first want to turn to theorist Mary Thomas Crane, who, in her article, “What Was 
Performance?” discusses the materiality of, and the kind of language used to describe, 
performance in Early Modern England. It provides us with one base theory for what performance 
was and what it did in relation to the plays of Christopher Marlowe. For Crane, “theatrical 
performances were “exercises” which conveyed beneficial and material effects to both 
performers and audience” (Crane 172). The thesis of her paper, Crane argues that the language 
used to describe these “exercises” “provided a way to account for the effects of performance as a 
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material process rather than as (or in addition to) representation. These terms gesture toward the 
actors’ development of bodily skills as well as the audience’s kinesthetic experiences of their 
performance” (Crane 177). Performance is obviously a physical process, and throughout her 
argument Crane begins to refine what she means when she talks about theatrical performance. At 
points, she turns to the Oxford English Dictionary to locate a more precise definition for 
performance. First exploring how to “ ‘Perform’ in this period has the primary meaning ‘ to carry 
through to completion; to complete, finish, perfect.’ In this sense of the word, the relationship 
between ‘performance’ and material reality is direct, not paradoxical” (Crane 172). Crane’s 
argument runs into a problem here when she neglects to define what she means when she talks 
about the material. I understand Crane to mean that the relationship between the immaterial act 
of performance, the spoken text and physical movement, creates a tangible product – a 
production. This relationship occupies much of Crane’s argument. She looks at the performative 
not in a Butlarian sense, but rather in an unstable relationship with the material items it produces. 
According to scholar Andrew Sofer, in his essay “How to do Things with Demons,” a work that 
will be more closely examined in the following pages, “For Butler, performativity is the 
mechanism by which we accept the fiction that we, as individuals, precede the discursive acts 
that conjure us into being as subjects” (Sofer 6).  We do not precede language; it is language that 
constructs our beings. Sofer further notes that “all dramatic characters are performative in 
Butler’s sense, for what is a character if not a series of speech acts, materialized by an actor’s 
body and voice, masquerading as an essence that precedes their materialization?” (Sofer 7) Crane 
argues that the relationship between the material construction of a character and the speech acts 
used to create said character exist in an unstable plane.  
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Crane’s argument relies on J.L. Austin’s linguistic theories, draws a distinction between 
the material effect of language and the descriptive effect. In his lecture “How to do Things with 
Words,” Austin identifies two types of “speech acts.” A constative speech act is used to describe 
something as true or false, where as a performative speech act does something. Where the 
constative states, the performative is able to execute. Acts of ordering, promising, apologizing, 
and marrying are types of performative speech acts. Austin famously cites a marriage ceremony 
as the prime example of performative speech. Saying “I take the woman to be my lawfully 
wedded wife” legally binds her into marriage; it does the action, rather than describes it. To 
perform is to incite an outcome. Crane carries on to explain that all of the early modern 
definitions she encounters “convey the careful, complete, and actual carrying out of some action. 
‘Perform’ in all its early modern senses, already incorporates a concept of performativity, in that 
it involves turning something immaterial (a duty, a promise, a contract, the pattern of a 
ceremony) into a material thing” (Crane 173). Crane imagines how the ambiguities in the 
definition of performance had a hand in the early modern anti-theatricalist movement. She notes 
that “Those who wish to defend the theater tend to use words suggesting that the performance of 
plays was a process or practice, analogous to a study, trade, or sport, which produced material 
effects in the world. Its enemies, on the other hand, use the language of play, personate, and 
shew to depict plays as fraudulent and nonuseful” (Crane 174). The unstable definition of 
performance opens it up to a wide range of criticism that ultimately effects not just the outcome 
the word “performance” evoked, but the way it was viewed in the public eye. The materiality of 
performance depended on how one looked at it. If it was an “exercise” then perhaps it was 
something more stable, more cathartic. However, if spoken about in terms of inauthenticity, the 
materiality of performance becomes something harmful and dangerous. The way we define the 
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word gives way to not only what we are able to do with it, but what it means as far as its material 
outcome and effect. An audience member who enters into a theater with one definition of 
performance in mind will have a different experience than another audience member with a 
different definition. Just as we saw with Rancière, each audience member brings their own set of 
ideas and beliefs into the theater with them ultimately determining how they understand the 
performance.  
Crane’s argument ultimately boils down to a discussion of representation versus 
experience, or, more specifically, the semiotics of performance versus the phenomenology of 
performance. She argues that oft times performance falls into a scriptocentric pattern of 
production, relying on the text for meaning in performance. There is an inherent tension between 
what is written on the page and what is conceptualized and materialized in performance. Does 
the text provide us with meaning, or is it up to the actors and audience members to piece together 
their experiences for meaning to happen? Crane argues that it is “our embodied brains and our 
material environment [that] reciprocally create that reality and give it meaning” (Crane 171). 
Performance ultimately comes from a place of interpretation. While scholars are moving away 
from relying on texts to make meaning of performance, it is important that we recognize the way 
we internalize and interpret the meaning of performance. For Crane, the meaning of performance 
is found in its relation to the material world and to the way we, as bodies, process and find 
meaning. 
Having considered what performance meant to an early modern audience, I want to turn 
now to the effect that language had in performance. Where Crane was focused on the physical 
act of performance, I want to examine how the language used to create performance effects the 
way audiences view and understand what is being presented on stage. Using Crane to inform his 
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understanding of language and performance in Doctor Faustus, scholar Andrew Sofer focuses on 
the act of conjuring in his essay “How to do Things with Demons.” Throughout his essay, Sofer 
explicitly examines how the conjuring speech found in scene five effects the way performance is 
experienced. For Sofer, there is something more than just a performance happening at an early 
modern performance of Doctor Faustus. Signaling Crane, Sofer argues that, “Defenders and 
critics agreed that the actor possessed a powerful charisma, together with the uncanny ability to 
blur the boundary between seeming and being – at least in the spectator’s imagination…” (Sofer 
7). The distinction that Sofer draws for the actor between “seeming and being” propels Crane’s 
argument a step further. Instead of just considering the way in which performance leads to 
materiality, Sofer hones in on the complexities of the materiality of performance. Although 
performance still conveyed material to audiences, as Crane notes early on in her essay, Sofer 
identifies two different kinds of materiality inherent in performance. There is the material that 
“seems” to be present during a performance, and the material that is actually brought in to being 
through the performance. There is a loss of control over what comes of a performance between 
the actor, the language, and the audience. Drawing from an experience that early modern 
antitheatricalist William Prynne records in his work Histriomastix about the on stage appearance 
of actual devils during a performance of Doctor Faustus, Sofer argues that “We mischaracterize 
Doctor Faustus, then, if we view it as a play confidently in charge of its own performative 
effects on an audience, or as staking the claim that necromancy is pure illusion. Rather, Faustus 
unleashes the energies of conjuring precisely by blurring the boundary between representing 
magic and performing it” (Sofer 13). Much like how Crane relied on the linguistic theories of 
J.L. Austin, so does Sofer. Conjuring blurs the boundaries between representation and 
performance because it demands something from speech that typical performance does not. 
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While it is arguable that it’s the text that conjures performance and that speech is just an effect of 
performing, the conjuring speech in Doctor Faustus has the ability to manifest an entirely new 
physical body – a demonic body.  
Thinking heavily about the implications of the corrupt boundaries between 
representation, performance, and the material, Sofer considers the implications conjuring had on 
early modern audience members.  He argues that,  
If magic is, ultimately, a phenomenological  practice- the art of changing consciousness 
at will, that is, of persuading others to accept one’s version of reality by renaming it (as 
when a green piece of paper is rather than symbolizes twenty dollars) – then theatre’s 
power to affect audiences, for example by making them “see” immaterial spirits, suggests 
it deserves a place alongside divinity and law as a site of performative efficacy. (Sofer 
12-13)  
 
The magic implicated in the text and performance of Doctor Faustus not only has the ability to 
provide the audience with a performance that, as Rancière claims, should make them work like 
pupils in a classroom, but, rather, the ability of the play’s performative speech acts to manifest 
those “immaterial spirits” ultimately alters the audience’s “vision of reality.”  The performative 
language of Doctor Faustus, when spoken, is capable of overpowering the theatrical 
performance. Sofer argues that the “perlocutionary force [ of the language in Doctor Faustus] 
might at any moment exceed or thwart the intentions of the speaker, as language takes on a 
devilish life of its own” (Sofer 10). Language in performance has the ability to overpower 
unspoken text. Where words on a page lay latent, once they are awakened by the act of speaking 
their ability to create supernaturally- material beings creates a power much larger than the 
speaker. Arguing this, Sofer notes “While Faustus’s conjuring words are necessary for something 
to happen, the utterer does not control what that something is” (Sofer 15).  Suddenly, the words 
written to perform the text are capable of producing something that is far beyond the performer’s 
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intention. This is a fascinating way of thinking about the different effects that text and 
performance can afford. While existing on a page as a part of the text, these words of conjuring 
exist as docile incantations. Sofer ultimately provides us with a way of understanding the way 
speech complicates the relationship between performance and text. 
Thinking about the ways in which speech alters the material, I want to turn to scholar 
Erika Lin, and her chapter “Dancing and Other Delights: Spectacle and Participation in Doctor 
Faustus and Macbeth” found in her book Shakespeare and the Materiality of Performance.  In 
her chapter, Lin looks at the kind of language used when discussing physical activity both on the 
stage and in regard to the audience. Although her topic is mainly interested in Shakespeare’s 
plays, her discussion of scene five of Doctor Faustus gives a great example of the ways in which 
theory can be used to think about the early modern effects of performance. Giving a Rancierian 
reading of the effect performance had on audiences, Lin argues that  
Early modern accounts of bodily feats, by contrast, imply that spectators were thought of 
as active participants even when they merely watched the show. Their complicity in the 
onstage action was related to the physiological and moral changes these performances 
were believed to engender in them. As recent scholarship on the early modern passions 
has shown, emotions in this period were not understood as primarily individual or 
autonomous reactions to external stimuli but were deeply bound up in the social order. 
(Lin 109) 
 
Lin is picturing an audience that is active in a different way from the one Rancière imagines. 
While Rancière’s audience members are critical and involved with the other members around 
them, Lin shows us an audience that was not autonomous in their theatrical participation. They 
were more concerned with the humoral effects performance had on them, rather than the way 
their own ideologies and moral philosophies. By being in the theater, their bodies were just as 
complicit as the actors’. She notes that “As the onstage spectator, Faustus is in a position that 
mirrors that of the actual playgoer. The spectacle that seduces him is the very one that theatre 
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audiences have paid to see” (Lin 123). Lin draws an important distinction between what is 
happening to the actors on stage and what is happening to the audience members who are 
watching. She argues further that  
Like Faustus, theatregoers, taken in by a show of something, are asked by the devil to 
disregard it as nothing. If the word nothing was, as many scholars believe, a homonym 
for the word noting in early modern pronunciation, then its resonances are all the more 
striking: it is the spectators’ failure to note, or notice, the manipulations of the devil that 
leads to their moral complicity in and with the onstage action (Lin 124). 
 
For early modern audiences, it becomes a matter of noticing when they are being morally 
deceived by the characters on stage. They become as implicit in the performance as Faustus is. 
Lin argues that it is the audience’s job to not only question the moral actions of the characters 
being performed, but to also question the way they buy into what is happening on stage.  
However, there is a tension between what audiences thought about the play and the physical 
experience of being in the theater while a theatrical spectacle is happening. Early modern 
audiences viewed theatrical spectacle “ as eliciting an intense reaction that defies Renaissance 
proscriptions for moderation. Moreover, their sensual and even sexual valences foreground the 
centrality of the body as both producer and receiver of spectacle” (Lin 121).  Just as the bodies 
on stage are altered by their performances, so are the bodies in the audience.  
Being in the theater, for an early modern audience, has larger implications than just 
watching a play. Following along the arguments of Crane and Sofer, Lin argues that “Just as 
reading and conjuring in the play skirt the edge of dangerously meddling with real demonic 
powers, seeing involves spectators in the act of judging, in sorting out what they “really” see 
from what they think they see as well as distinguishing recreational spectacle from delightful 
seduction” (Lin 125). For all three scholars there is a fixation on the way that the materiality of 
performance is constructed by not just the text, but by speaking the text. For Crane and Lin, 
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performance is located not only within the body, but also stems from perception. For Crane, the 
definition of performance relies on the context in which it is being used. Whereas for Lin, no 
matter how performance is defined in context, it will always have a bodily effect on those who 
are both performing and watching. Sofer engages in this conversation as well, adding in specific 
thoughts about the efficaciousness of language, specifically the magical language used 
throughout Doctor Faustus. Each of these scholars gives us a way to understand and interpret 
early modern performance.  
In the next section of this paper, I will employ the theories discussed in the section above 
to look at the ways in which the texts and performances of Doctor Faustus either agree with or 
complicate the way the previously discussed academics have handled textual and performative 
forms. I will turn to two specific moments that highlight the complexities of the relationship 
between text and performance. First I will look at the character of the Chorus and how it 
complicates our understanding of the text in performance. After that I will examine the textual 
and performative constructions of Hell throughout scene five.  
 
The Chorus: An Over-Reaching Act of Doubling  
By examining the Chorus’ role in text, as well as performance, we can begin to 
understand the different ways in which text and performance can alter the perception of a story. 
The Chorus of Doctor Faustus is, in the early modern sense, a singular omnipotent character that 
operates outside the world of the play. Used as a dramatic device at least two times throughout 
the play, depending on which text is being studied, the Chorus exists to frame moments of the 
story. In the A- Text of Doctor Faustus, edited by Brian Gibbons, the following footnote is given 
at the Chorus’ entrance before scene one: “Following the example of classical drama, many 
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Elizabethan plays began with a Chorus or Prologue to introduce the action, and sometimes 
comment on the persona of an actor in the company presenting the play, possibly the actor 
playing Faustus’s servant Wagner” (Gibbons 466).  The Chorus adds another level of 
interpretation, cluing audience members into the action of the play, and, at times, offering 
suggestions about how they should feel in regards to a certain character or event. For example, in 
the Chorus’ prologue in Doctor Faustus, the character of John Faustus is presented as an over-
reacher. The Chorus likens him to Icarus by describing Faustus’ temperament with this 
mythological metaphor, “His waxen wings did mount above his reach, / And melting heavens 
conspired his overthrow” (Marlowe 21-22). By letting readerly and theatrical audiences into this 
type of knowledge even before we meet Faustus, the Chorus is shaping the way we expect to 
perceive him. Before we are allowed to make our own judgements about Faustus’ character, we 
are being given frame through which to view him. While the Chorus’ foreshadowing affords us 
valuable knowledge about how the play wants us to view Faustus’ actions, it also takes away 
some of the autonomy that readers and audience members have when it comes to how they 
would like to view Faustus’ character. The existence of the Chorus affords the story the ability to 
maintain an agenda in regards to how Faustus is interpreted. This holds true whether the Chorus 
exists in performance or text. The language has the same effect on those who are hearing or 
reading it.  
 As Gibbons points out in the quote above, quite often, when put into performance, the 
Chorus is doubled and portrayed by the actor playing Wagner, Faustus’ servant. Doubling 
characters is not only a way of keeping cast sizes small, ultimately affording less cost in hiring 
actors, but it can also be a way of subtly drawing parallels between characters. Looking at the 
Globe Theater’s 2011 performance of Doctor Faustus directed by Matthew Dunster, and staring 
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Paul Hilton as Faustus and Arthur Darvill as Mephastophilis, we can see how one production 
handled the casting of the Chorus. According to the Globe’s website, Dunster cast actor Felix 
Scott as Wagner, Emperor Charles, and Wrath. Notice how the role of Chorus is not included in 
this list of characters, and, yet, Scott begins the show by performing the Chorus’ text. This 
implies that he was, in fact, delivering the prologue as Wagner and not as another, more 
amorphous character. This makes sense, considering that Wagner is indeed Faustus’s servant and 
would most likely be privy to Faustus’ dispositions and character flaws. Ultimately, Dunster’s 
choice uses this doubling as a way to suggest that Wagner is more influential than he is when 
textually constructed.  
 Looking at both the A and B texts of Doctor Faustus, the prologue is given to a character 
specifically named “Chorus.” Footnotes aside, this indicates to readers that the character 
speaking is separate from the story, ultimately allowing them to view the Chorus as an unbiased 
party, much like the reader is at this point in the text. Establishing the Chorus in this way affords 
a kind of trust between the character and the reader. Throughout both the A and B texts, Wagner 
only appears in relation to Faustus, his master, and the Clowns – Robin and Raife (B-text 
“Dick”) – who view him as a type of authority figure. While Wagner does deliver one 
monologue that sounds as though it should belong to the Chorus, there are no other distinct 
parallels that would suggest a relationship between the two characters. However, in Dunster’s 
production, he makes clear directorial choices, as well as some alterations to the text, that further 
implicate Wagener’s doubling. First of all, signaling that the character giving the prologue is the 
same one that engages with Faustus during scene one, Scott performs the same physicality for 
each performative instance. Every time Wagner enters, he walks to a specific spot on the stage, 
plants his right foot at an angle slightly in front of his left foot and stands with his shoulders 
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sloped to the left. This is his stance throughout the entirety of the prologue and continues to be 
his “neutral” stance throughout the rest of his scenes. This automatically clues the audience into 
the fact that he is portraying the same character. Rather than using speech prefixes, audience 
members take the cue off of physical gesture.  
 The second directorial decision Dunster makes edits the performance’s texts and 
ultimately gives audiences a Wagner whose character mimics that of Faustus’. In scene six of 
both the A and B texts, Robin admits to stealing one of “Doctor Faustus’s conjuring books” 
(Marlowe A:6.1 and B:6.2). However, Dunster took it upon himself to change the line instead 
having Robin announce that he has “stolen one of Master Wagner’s conjuring books” (Dunster 
44:29). This textual alteration confirms Wagener’s wish to be seen as a Faustus- like figure. We 
see in scene four of both texts that Wagner uses the knowledge of conjuring picked up from his 
proximity to Faustus to convince the Clown, or Robin in some cases of doubling, that he is truly 
a man of magic and gets him to agree to be his pupil. Although the Clown/Robin studies under 
Wagner in both workings of the text, Dunster’s changed line only further propels Wagner’s 
similarities to Faustus. Considering this in regard to his doubling with the Chorus, Dunster’s 
interpretation of Wagner suggests an earlier version of Faustus. A man with a deep passion for 
the occult, and a need to hold power over others. Because he recited the Chorus’ prologue and 
understands how Faustus’s ambition lead to his demise, does this mean that Wagner will not 
meet the same fate that Faustus does? Does this parallel suggest that anyone can end up like 
Faustus if they are able to read and have a passion for studying? I argue that Scott’s performance 
of Wagner affords the audience a more cautionary tale. If Wagner knows Faustus’s story and yet 
engages in the same behavior, then the performance suggests that any one of us could end up like 
Faustus. Just as we observed with Lin, performance demands that we notice how the characters 
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being performed manipulate our thoughts. Dunster’s production of Doctor Faustus demands that 
we are constantly aware of which character is giving us their interpretation of the story, and how 
their actions live up to that interpretation.  
 
The Performative and Textual: Two Constructions of Hell 
 
 
In scene five, the first question Faustus asks Mephastophilis, after Faustus signs his soul 
away, is about the location of hell. After giving the flippant answer that Hell is “under the 
heavens” Mephastophilis elaborates,  
Within the bowels of these elements,  
Where we are tortured and remain for ever. 
Hell hath no limits, nor is circumscribed 
In one self place; for where we are is hell,  
And where hell is, must we ever be. 
And to conclude, when all the world dissolves,  
And every creature shall be purified,  
All places shall be hell that is not heaven. (Marlowe 5.118-25) 
 
In this moment, Mephastophilis is insinuating that Hell is not a physical place where a person, 
soul, spirit, demon may dwell, but, rather, it is a mental state. The damned are constantly in Hell 
because hell is forever inside of them. Toying with our modern perception of Hell, the Hell 
referenced in Doctor Faustus dismisses the concept of a material Hell, rather transforming it into 
a psychological state. This aligns with the way readers experience Mephastophilis’ Hell. No 
matter where they are reading, the fact that they are reading, silently interpreting the text as they 
go, indicates that Hell will always be a psychological state for them. When readers read 
Mephastophilis’ line “ For I am damned, and am now in hell,” (Marlowe 5.136) their internal 
comprehension of “now in hell” shifts the location of Hell from the material world to a personal 
internal space. Since Mephastophilis exists solely in the reader’s imagination, so too does Hell. 
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This affords a reading of the text that damns its readers. Since Hell in immaterial and in 
existence only through the readers’ imagination, then the readers are damned just as Faustus is.  
In performance, the play damns its audience just as the readers are damned, however, it is 
more of a physical damnation, rather than a psychological one. Turning to the Globe’s 2011 
performance, although the text of the scene is the same, Darvill and Hilton’s performance 
suggests that the audience is physically in Hell along with them. Darvill’s deliverance of 
Mephastophilis’ line “For I am damned, and am now in hell” comes with a new connotation. By 
gesturing towards the stage floor with a pointed finger, he puts a physical emphasis on “now in 
hell,” indicating that he and Faustus are physically standing in Hell. Hilton responds by taking a 
moment to look at the groundlings before letting out a shocked “How?” while opening his arms 
to suggest the audience at large. His eye contact and gesture elicit laughter from the audience. 
They understand that they are being implicated in this scene as well. As Hilton continues the 
dialogue, “What now in hell?” he continues to make eye contact with and point at specific 
audience members. Taking a break from the dialogue, Hilton then pretends to be scared by the 
audience, mocking the idea that they are, in fact, scary demons. Still pointing and laughing at and 
with specific audience members, Hilton treats this moment as a joke between himself and the 
audience at large. Through his amused laughter Hilton declares while taking in the entire 
audience “If this be hell, I’ll willingly be damned” (Dunster 41:27). In performance, Faustus’ 
Hell exists within the theater. It involves not just Faustus and Mephastophilis, but the entire 
audience as well. Hell in performance is physical. Although the text that Darvill and Hilton are 
speaking still suggests that hell is a psychological state, the actor’s physical interpretation 
complicates the moment and suggests, rather, that Hell is in the theater and that all those 
witnessing the play are damned there. Returning to Worthen’s understanding of dramatic 
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performance, that, it “is to create those problematic performatives of the stage, the entwining of 
the fictive in the actual, the drama in its doing, that animates (our appetite for) dramatic 
performance,” (Worthen 11) we can see in Dunster’s production, a moment where the actual is 
entwined with the fictional, ultimately complicating the way Hell is experienced and understood 
by not just the audience, but by the actors as well.  
 Dunster’s production of Doctor Faustus does more than damn its audience to a physical 
Hell, it also engages them with their own theological beliefs, therefore providing the audience 
with an active theatrical experience. Assuming that modern Globe audiences are not religiously 
homogenous, each performance involves an audience that is not only experiencing the Calvinist 
or Catholic ideologies explored or mocked during Doctor Faustus, but they are projecting their 
own religious beliefs onto the performance as well. Differing from a solitary reader who only has 
the ability to apply which ever theological ideology they happen to be familiar with, a theater 
filled with audience members from differing religious backgrounds provides multiple reactions 
and interpretations of the performance all happening congruently.  Not only do audience 
members have to sift through interpretive layers of textual, physical, and theatrical design, but 
they must also work through how the performance resonates with their own theological beliefs. 
Imagine a Jewish audience member experiencing Doctor Faustus. They are not only subjected to 
a Christian version of hell, but they also project their belief in Gehinnom – the place where souls 
go to be washed clean of their sins. Jewish audience members are tasked with occupying two 
versions of hell: the version that Faustus and Mephastophilis perform and their own ideological 
belief. Where Faustus and Mephastophilis talk about and construct Hell as a place of damnation 
and a point of no return, some sects of the Jewish faith interpret Gehinnom as a positive place 
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where their souls are able to pay for their sins before being revived once more. It is a process of 
cleansing rather than eternal punishment.  
 So, what does this mean for theories of performance? Harkening back to Rancière and the 
“distribution of the sensible,” audience members who are faced with the interpretive challenge of 
mapping their own theological beliefs onto a performance of Doctor Faustus are fulfilling 
Rancière’s claim that spectators are like pupils or scholars. They are challenged with the task of 
watching a performance that may or may not align with their religious beliefs. They experience 
and think through various levels of interpretation with the end goal of reflecting on their 
relationship with the audience members around them. The audience becomes critics not just of 
the performance they are watching, but of the ideologies that they are both being presented with 
and believe in. They surpass the “passive optical relationship” (Rancière 3) between spectator 
and performer that Rancière argues needs to be eradicated, and, rather, become the emancipated 
spectators he hopes for.  
Conclusion 
Having parsed through two complex moments regarding the relationship between text 
and performance, we can see there will never be a point of resolution between the two forms. 
Their mere existence demands an eternal tension. Levine, Worthen, and Rancière provide 
theories and a vocabulary through which we are able to observe how we as modern readers and 
audience members relate to performance. Whether it is through the distribution of the sensible or 
through thinking about affordances, these scholars lay the foundation for thinking about what 
texts do and what performance does both as individual forms and as a collective whole. Crane, 
Sofer, and Lin operate as historical references, bringing early modern context to the debate about 
how the material is constructed by the performative and the relationship that speech and text 
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share. Though the combination of these six scholars, as well as the texts of Doctor Faustus, it is 
clear that the conversation surrounding the affordances and implications of text and performance 
is nowhere near finished. As we continue to write and as people continue to perform, new 
theories will develop concerning how we as audience members, performers, academics, writers, 
and thinkers chose to maneuver between texts and the performances that spawn from them. Text 
informs performance. Performance alters text. Audience members experience the same 
performance in different ways. Texts can be just as unstable as performance. Performative 
speech acts work to construct the materiality of performance in ways that reach beyond what text 
can do. Texts can be edited to fit an author’s intention or they can be edited to match an editor’s 
intention. Performance offers layers of interpretations that audience members must work 
through. Theatrical audiences are not inherently more passive than readerly audiences are. All of 
these statements add up to suggest that there is no one way or one theory behind how we think 
about performance and text. It is inherent in the nature of these two forms that tension arises. It is 
where the drama lies.  
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